Log analysis is an unobtrusive technique used to better understand search behavior and evaluate search systems. However, in contrast with open web search, in a vertical search system such as a digital library or media archive the collection is known and central to its purpose. This drives different, more collection-oriented questions when studying the logs. For example, whether users need different support in different parts of the collection.
ambiguous, as they form an uncontrolled vocabulary and have little context to interpret the information need. Second, most queries are in the long tail; they occur infrequently making it hard to find recurring patterns. Third, queries may contain privacy-sensitive information such as names and personal information [7, 14, 15] , and thus are seldom shared among researchers.
In a closed, vertical search system such as a digital library or archive other data is available in addition to the logs: the documents in the collection and their categorizations using professionally curated metadata. This metadata is often reflected in the search interface in facets, acting as a filter over the search results. This extra information is normally not an integral part of a log analysis.
We conjecture that using the metadata of the collection explicitly can improve and extend analytical methods for logs collected in such search systems, in order to be able to examine detailed types of search behavior in relation to specific subsets in the collection. The collection inspires some of the questions relevant here: What parts of the collection have a high user interest? Do users search differently in different parts of the collection? Do they need different support for different parts of the collection? Are there potential gaps in the collection or are some parts of the collection harder to find? A focus on the metadata of the collection, both with respect to the facets used in search and the metadata of clicked documents, makes it possible to answer these type of questions. For example, we can identify gaps in the collection where people search for certain categories of documents but have difficulties finding them. Or we may discover that search behavior within specific subsets of the collection is different, suggesting the need for a different kind of support from the search system. Additionally, with this shift away from the query to the metadata of facet use and clicked documents, we alleviate the disadvantages previously mentioned. First, facet and document metadata is not ambiguous, as it forms a controlled vocabulary. Second, we can group infrequent queries based on shared metadata. Third, the metadata is less privacy-sensitive.
In our research we investigate how to identify different types of search behavior based on metadata of search and clicked documents, how to explain and predict user interactions for these types of behavior, and how to communicate our research results to the domain experts.
RESEARCH GOALS AND METHODOLOGY
The main goal of this research is to improve the understanding of different types of user search behavior in vertical search systems where the content is known, by studying the interplay between search behavior and the collection in digital libraries and media Doctoral Consortium CHIIR'18, March 11-15, 2018, New Brunswick, NJ, USA archives. We investigate specific and detailed types of behavior and their relation to the subsets present in the collection. We expect this to lead to better support for the user (such as dynamic facet presentation or generation, or the development of different search interfaces for different types of use), and help the curators of a collection to provide better access to their documents. We address the following research questions:
(1) How can we identify different types of search behavior in relation to the metadata of facets used and documents clicked?
(2) How can we explain and predict user interactions for each type of search behavior to gain a better understanding of the different types of search behavior?
(3) How can we communicate the research results of RQ1 and RQ2 to domain experts?
Central to our methodology is the investigation of correlations between metadata-based subsets in the collection and certain types of user search behavior. In the next sections we describe the methods and techniques that we (plan to) use to answer these questions: (1a) a descriptive, comparative analysis, (1b) clustering, (2) sequential modeling and (3) graph visualization.
We do our research in the context of the search interface, logs, and content of the search platform curated by the National Library of the Netherlands. This collection can be accessed using an advanced, faceted search interface 1 . We have been given access to data from the National Library. This includes ten months of log records (October 2015-March 2016, April-July 2017, and we expect to receive more logs in the future), and the complete historical newspaper collection, described in metadata records (400 years, over 100M documents) with full text available as well.
For the evaluation of the techniques and methods we are looking for a second dataset. We are currently investigating the possible use of logs of the collections of Europeana 2 .
PROGRESS 3.1 Comparative Log Analysis
In the first year, an approach for a comparative log analysis using metadata to observe usage patterns has been developed and executed. The main research question addressed here is RQ1. Concretely we focus on the following question:
How can we discover specific usage patterns by comparing (1) subsets of sessions, in which certain facets were used, to (2) clicked documents, and (3) the collection?
In addition, we address RQ3, in particular the question whether we can provide recommendations to the curators of a digital library based on our results.
The applied methodology is to automatically label the sessions identified in the logs with the (different categories of) metadata of facets used, and then to explore if and how subsets, based on those metadata labels, correlate with specific usage patterns.
We found distinct usage patterns based on the metadata. For example, the results showed that the family announcement facet (relating to birth, death and marriage announcements) was the most frequent choice of the item type facets. The facet was used in 19% of all search sessions, with the percentage of clicks on announcements at 23%, even though announcements represent only 2% of the collection (Fig. 1) . Sessions using the announcement facet are comparatively short, with fewer clicked results per session than for the other facets, even if the number of search interactions is similar. Perhaps users can more easily assess the relevance of the documents from their snippets on the results page. A recommendation given to the National Library is to give the snippets for these items extra attention.
Clustering Search Behavior
Following this, ongoing work started in the second year, we approach RQ1 again, this time from another angle, addressing the question: How can we identify different types of search behavior by clustering sessions based on facet use and metadata of clicked documents, as well as traditional query and click features?
We want to explore if and how characteristics of a clustering of different types of behavior correlate with search within certain subsets in the collection.
The sessions are represented using a set of features based on the interactions within the search interface, similar to the variables in [5] . In addition, the sessions are represented using a second set of features based on the metadata of the facets used and clicked documents. We then cluster the sessions two times, based on (1) the interactions with the search interface and based on (2) the metadata of facets used and clicked documents. Investigating the two resulting clusterings makes it possible to explore if and how general search behavior correlates with specific facets and metadata of clicked documents.
Since the normality assumption does not hold for our data, the CLARANS algorithm is chosen for the clustering [17] . The silhouette method is used to choose the number of clusters [18] , and the stability of the clusters over different samples of the dataset to evaluate the validity of the clustering [20] . For the description and labeling of the clusters we use both feature sets for each clustering. In addition, we believe it will be insightful to investigate what type of information tactics are used within the clusters [2] , and to label them according to an existing information seeking behavior model, such as those described in [21] .
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FUTURE PLANS
After identifying different types of behavior using the clustering technique, we plan to address the second research question, RQ2: How can we explain and predict user interactions for each type of search behavior to gain a better understanding of the different types of search behavior? We will use a data mining technique to find the common sequential patterns within the clusters. The methodology envisioned here is Markov chain analysis to find the sequential patterns for each cluster. We will use the facets and metadata of clicked documents, labeling the type of search interaction or click. We are planning to use two evaluation methods for this stage of the research. First, we will use the predictive accuracy of the patterns discovered in the analysis. Second, we will use a test for statistical significance of the differences found between the patterns, like the Chi-squared test used for the work in [6] . In parallel to the first two research questions, we focus on RQ3: How can we communicate the results of RQ1 and RQ2 to domain experts? The domain experts are both curators and developers of digital libraries. In an ongoing development, started in the first year, we created what we call a session graph, a graph visualization that represents the user interactions in their search session. This visualization is already part of a method of an iterative, transparent data cleaning process, where the session graphs function as a sanity check as to whether the processed logs make sense and represent valid user interactions [4] . We will investigate how this visualization can help interpret and understand search behavior and how it can improve the analysis of search logs. An important aspect of this visualization technique is to try and create prototype session graphs. This type of graph will visualize a virtual session graph that is most typical for a cluster, creating what amounts to an aggregated central graph for the cluster. This graph visualization will -like the session graphs -be designed to help the curators of a collection, to visually inspect aggregated common search behavior in their search system. The visualization techniques we develop will be evaluated in a user study among curators and developers of a digital library.
